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The Governin6 .C°uncil /

~eeping in view the needs of all the ’developing countries for technical
c0-operation~ wbththe ultimate aim of achieving national and collectiveself-reliance
as one of the means towards establishing the New Internationsl Eeonomi6 orderi

Takimg into account~ in particular~ the needs 0f the 10w6-st income c0un%ries~ the
least developed~ land-locked~ island devel0ping~ MSA’ Countries, those suffering from
acute ecological] and geographical disabilities and. newly independent c0untries~ as
well as those on the.ir Way to independence~

Reaffirmin~ the basic principle of the universal and ¯voluntary nature’ of the
Programme; ,.

Reaffirmin~.a:iso its Consensus of 1970~ which embodies inter alia the
principle of the universal and vol~mtary nature of the Progra-~ne~ as contained in
the Annex to General Assembly.resolution 2688 (XXV)of ii December 1970~

Rei.teratin~ that the greatest share of UNDP technicalassistance should, b~
channelled to developing countries most in. need~

Havingi:considered withappreciation documents DP/377 (Par% I)9 DP/425 and
DP/496~ concerning the allocation of the gross resources including the ’ ~
distribution of country and inter-country IPFs for the third cyCle~ 1982-1986~

mpmaszzzng the urgent need of adequate growth in real terms of the Programme
resources ~ ".

RecallingiUNDP Governing Council ¯ decision contained in E/5846/Revol of
July 1976 which ass<m~es an. annual growth rate in the Prograi~e resources of 14 per

.cent in 1977"1981~ ’ :

Taking into account the discussions and ¯¯various points of view presented at
its twenty-sixth, session~ at its Special Meeting held in February 1980 and at its
twenty-seventh session



i. Decides that the allocation of resources among developing countries~ including
the distribution of country and inter-cotmtry IPFs for the third programming cycle,
1982-1986~ shall be based on the following~

(a) For the purposes of forward planning~ an assumed over-all average annual
growth of voluntary contributions and other programme resources of at least 14 percent
on a cumulative basis from the target level established for 1977-!981~ calculated in
accordance with the corresponding’ figures of DP/496~ table 2~ subject to the review
referred to in paragraph 7~ thereby each nation determining its o~n contribution~

(b) Allocation of financial resources to the various programmes and purposes 
set out in DP/496~ table 2~ column ~ including 81 per cent of the resources allocated
for country and inter-country IPFs to country IPFs~ and 19 per cent to inter-country
IPFs~ as indicated in the consensus of 1970 ~ these proportions are intended as a plan-
ning guide~ ...... ~ .

(c) For the calculation of individual country iPFs, retention for.the .third cycle
of the~basic criteria of per capita GNP and population size and adoption of the follow-
ing supplementary criteria~

(i) The special needs of least developed countries~ landloqke.4cou~tries~
island developing countries9 newly independent countries, countries
suffering from acute ecological and geographical disabilities, and
front-line and. MSA countries~ taking into account General Assembly
resolution 34/217~ that do not benefit from other supplementary
criteria~ .............

(ii) The magnitude of the country’s development effort~ the extent to
which the Government is making structural changes to promote%he .....
development process~ and the distribution of income and other
elements of the establishment of social justice[

(iii) A country’s cumulative debt burden and over-all balance of payments
deficit~ the chronic deterioration of the terms of %rade~

(d) Retention~ in. the application of the above criteria for establishing third
cycle country IPFs~ of the general methodology used for the second cycle~ subject to
the modifications indicated below and otherwise in DP/496[~

(e) Eighty per cent of the total, amount available for country IPF.s to be allocated
$o countries with per capita GNP of up to ~ii,500. Special treatment should be given by
allocating higher increases in IPFs to low-income countries with per capita GNP of $250
and below~ and to. countries subject to the conditions indicated in (o)(i) above~

(f) The remaining 20 per cent of total country IPFs to be allocated %o countries
with per capita GNP of above $500 in such a way that it would be more advantageous to
countries in descending order of their per capita G-NP~ ....



(g) All efforts should be made to ensure that:

(i) Countries with a per capita GN~below $3,000, island developing
countries and countries whose contributions in convertible currencies
exceed their IPFs for the third cycle shall have a supplement wherever
necessary to,their IPFs for the third cycle so that they receive no
less than their country IPFs for the second cycle~

(ii) Countries other than those in (g)(i) above shall have a supplement
to their IPFs for the third cycle so that they receive no lesS than
80 per cent of their country IPFs for the second cycle~

i

(iii) Each country with a per capita GNP of above $1,500 shall receive
a country IPF for the third cycle of an amount which may not be
in excess of its IPF for the second cycle~

The allocations mentioned above shall be subject to any reductions mmade
necessary by the application of the provisions of paragraph 4, but nin
such a Way that the provisionslin paragraphs l(e) and l(f) are 
jeopardized~ !

2. Approves, subject to the provisions of l(g) above, the illustrative country
IPFs for the third cycle, as contained in DP/496, annex table l, and for each in-
dividual country, the larger of the figures in Columns I and VI of annex table 21
and requests the Administrator to submit calculations to the next session of the
Council for countries.for which comparable estimates of per capita GNP and/or
population are not presently available and, upon their request, submit~calcul~tions

to later sessions for those countries whose present estimates for 1978 are subsequently
modified substantially~ ~ ~

5. Decides that in light of the fact that the illustrative country IPFs approved
in paragraph 2 above would exceed the total amount available for country IPFs as stated
in DP/496, table 2, line 8, by approximately $69 million, that notwithstanding the
provisions of l(e) and l(f) above, this amount shall be made available by reducing
Unallocated IPF (DP/496, Table 2~ line 15) by ~50 million~ and by reducing Programme
Reserve (DP/496, Table 2, li ~ 14) by approximately $19 million~ and that should
savings be achieved in regard to agency support costs and/or UNDP administrative budget,
such savings shall beused to restore the levels of the Unallocated IPF and Programme
Reserve resources, or for such other purposes as the Council may decide at the mid-
term reviewl

/,io
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4. Decides

(i) l:J mobilization of resources falls short of the target in
l(a), there would be a flat acrossLthe-board percentage
reduction in the IPFs of all the countries in supersession
of any criteria that may interfere with the share of the
respective countries~

it) The s~ne principle shall apply to other uses of financial

resources indicated in DP/496, table 2~ column 3, subject to
the Administrator mi<ing a more precise estimate of the
U~,~P administrative budget in the light of resources that may
become available~

5o World Bank data on population and on per capita GNP for 1978 be
used in all cases where they are available in the calculations and in all other
instances where reference is made in this decision to these criteria~
otherwise, the Administrator shall determine and use the best estimates
available, taking into cccount estimates provided to the United Nations
Statistical Office as well as from other reliable sources?

6o In order to achieve the basic objectives of the UNDP, the
Governing Council~

, (a) Strongly urges all countries, and especially those which have
:~hitherto only made relatively modest contributions~ to increase their

voluntary contributions to the Programme, so that the objective of raising
the living standards, technical capacity and social and economic development
of developing countries can be achieved as quickly as possible~

(b) Further urges all donor countries to continue increasing, on a
voluntary basis, their contributions at a level necessary to maintain the
momentum of the 9rogramme, ti~ing into account their overall contribution to
development, particularly those being made by some developed and developing
countries, through all channels5

(c) ,Requests the Administrator to enter into consultations with all
,countries regarding their voluntary contributions in the course of the
third cycle~

(d) ~ all recipient countries in a position to do so, without
¯ prejudice to the special needs of the countries listed in l(c)(i) above,

to voluntary surrender their country IPFs or utilize DNDP resources on a
fully reimbursable basis~ as well as being contributors or net contributors
to the Programme~

(e) Requests the Administrator~ in addition to his continuing
consultations with countries which do not have IPFs, to enter itno consulta-
tions with all recipient countries with per capita Gh~P of above ~[i;1,500
which do not adopt either of the courses envisaged by 6(d) above regarding the
establishment on a voluntary basis of regular contributions and reimbursement
targets, for each of the years 1982 to 1986, on the basis set out below
taking fully into account the special needs of the group of countries listed
in l(c)(i) above~
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countries with a ~er capita G~{P between ~’_ .~i)l ~5OO and !~2~0OO
....... n~i.~ cast efforts to ~cad.ua].i3~ increase thai:/
apmua! re~a!ar contributions so as to partially reimburse on
a voluntary basJ.s as great a proportio:.z as poss!%!e of the
UITDP.-financed progrs~me~ using the annual.tied IP~’ as a reik:,-.-
rence]

(iii)

countries with a per capita G}TF of between (~’,2~000 and /ii~O00
would .gl°adu.ally increase their annual redo_far eontri!;utions
on a velt~ntary basis so as to partially reimburse the i)%rD,~ff-c
financed progr.s~e in ord~}r to reaeh~ on an ann<ai basis~ a
ratio of co~cr~_ ~tlOn~ o~, ao ]_east 75 per oe~t of the anr~ual.~_zeo_

ootm_tries $._, 0n a per capita G)}]P a%ove ’,~’),000 would increase
their a~mual regt~lar contributions ou a voluntary %asis so as
to reimburse the U}YDP financed progtcsAmme %o the extent of 80
per cent by 1984 and !00 percent by 1985 in the same currencies

~-’i mas ~s.ose in which the costs of their progrmmme are incurred

%~e Administrator shall provide the Council at its twenty-eighth
session with a detailed re~ort on the results of consultations with
each co<m.try: and shall report %o the Coumcil each year thereafter o
on ~he progress made towards achievimg the vol~ntary contributions
targets

~.] Reouests all recipient countries ..... lerrec to in paragraph 6
(e) stoove ~ to co-operate with the Ad~inistrator on a~’~me_,~ ~ ~oasls" 
concluding the consultations called for in that paragraph

7. Authorizes the A<Imi_uistrator

(a) To consult with Governments with a view to his making 
resd.istic an estimate as possible of the actual resources likely to be
available for the Pro6mamme for the third cycle:’

[,b) To work out the IPFs for each country; ~,~ " " ~ ~ = ’"
¯

.,~lllci~ onall be ~ova_,la~S.e
to such co~mtries for progrmmming purposes on the basis of the estimate

. [ ~ includingbof resources resulting ±tom the discussions referred to i~ 7 ~,a,~
if necessary} the applios;bion of the provisions of 4 \i) a%ove~ and 
notify each co~sitry accordingly

(a) To ~madertake a~<~d complete the consultations referre~i to in.

7 (a) by the end. of December !980 so as to endure that recipient countries
are notified of the !PFs which Will Le availa-ble to them_ by Janua~ of 1981

(b) To report to the Cotracil at its twenty-eighth session on the
outcome of the consultations referred to in 7 ks,, above an~ on. the !PFs
notified to each country



9o Decides to retain for the inure cycle the current methodology for
the calculation of regional IPFs as indicated, in DP/59

i0o ~_mdortes - the following supplementary criteria for the allocation

of regional IPPs

<m/ The n~ber of least developed, co<mti’ies in the region:

¯ .\
ml] The number of landlocked countries in the region

(iii) The ~ nu_moe_ of newly independent countries it_, the region

~iv) The rate of physicians per I ~000 population

The literacy rate

The share of industry in GI~°.

(vii) The number of island developing co~mtries in the region;

(viii) The ntunber of cotmtries suffering from acute ecological an() geogra-~
phical disabilities in the region and

!, IX, The ntumber of frontline and ~<~,oA cotmtries~ taking into account
General Assembly resolution 34/217~ that do not benefit from other
suppleme~_%ary criteriai

II. Endorses the following illustrative regional IPFs based on paragraphs
9 and I0 above on the u_nderstanding that these IPFs will be subject to the
conditions indicated in paragraph 4 abo~e \mlllmon c~ol_ars) Africa 283°4
Asia and the Pacific 296ol Latin America 76°5 Ar~ States 57°8 and Europe
16o2

12 Re!~les%s - the Aomlniol ..... tot to mainta_~m~ wherever possible~ on-going

sub-regional projects aimed at epAancing multi-island co-operation and~ in
this regard: to explore the possibilities of continuing the finemcing of such
projects at the appropriate level without prejudice to the allocation of
regional IPFs~ and %o report back %o the twenty-ei~htI-i session.

13(a)Authorizes the Adminis-~rator to approve coim-~intments for technical
co-opera%ion projects up %o the &.mount of @20 million in respect of the Decade
for Transport and Co~nunications i!~ Africa dnrii~£7 the third cycle~ 1982-!986~
on the basis that actual cash disbrusements would be made within a maximum of

%1 per__oc-9 .~2--]_j8, and tke )a_ance in ].987-1991ii-2°5 million in the i i 7 ] ’8 ~ 6 ~ ~ l

f’.~ Notes the intention of the AG:ministrator. in accordance with\ by ................

established procedures~ to allocate from regional and inter.-regional funds
towards t.eh financing of the above p¢ojects an smour_t of ~." 0:,1 J million

/ ~ Decides t~o_o~o i_D. respect of the ’ ~ __ .c,, ~ ~- _ oala:.ce of ]ii0 mill ~ on, the Progrm%m_e
Reserve be utilized as to’ (i) ’,’,i,~%,.~ million for %he period ly.-.~.-~>,o~,,’°~’~ ,~oK and /\it,,"
85 million for the period 1987--1991

(d) ~.rther decides to rewi_ew the above ......... {iNancia] arrangements in ~98~- ., 
using the mid-term review and,; in the light of the actual rate of coKmitments
sa~_d expenditures in respect of Decade projects and the latest forecast of re~-
sources ~.v~Jl~ ole to, th~ nr~.-~r,~ +,~ Sot~.~, ~,,~,~,~.~ +;-,~ o~-,~ ~7 ~



14. Decides to carry out a mid~term review of the resources being made
available and of planning and initial implementation of-the third progr~ing
cycle~ and to include in such review a consideration of the IPFs of countries
whose real economic position had deteriorated substantially from 1978 levels~
and a general consideration of IPFs should the rate of growth of voluntary
contributions and other programme resources have increased by more than 14 per cent
per annom~

15o , Strgn~l~ urges all participants to implement fully its decision in
document E/5846/Revol of July 1976 with a view to achieving an assumed average
annu~l growth of voluntary contributions and other progra~mne resources of at
least 14 per cent c~mulatively on the basis of the target level established
for the entire second cycle~ 1977-1981~

16o Decides in order to accomDlish the basic objectives of the Programme
of promoting self-reliance and of raising the living standards~ technical
capacity and economic and social ~evelopment of the developing countries~ the

~llowing provisions shall apply to the payment and utilisation of contributions~

(a) that recipient countries with a per capita GNP above @3~000 which
wholly or in part m~e their voluntary contributions i~ their national non-
convertible currencies shall~ as far as possible 9 contribute in convertible
currencies over and above the reimbursements stipulated in paragraph 6(e)(iii)~

E(b) that in view of the multilateral n~ture of the Progra~ae non-recipient
donor countries which make their vel~omtary comtributions wholly or partly in
non-convertible currencies shall pay a gradually increasing share of their
contributions in convertible currenoiess so that their contributions will be
fully convertible by the year 1985~

E(c) meanwhile~ entities headquartered in cot~ntries which have
contributed in non-convertible currencies shall be reimbursed for services and
equipment purchased under the Progra~mme only in the currency of that country~
conversely if9 when utilizing a non-convertible contribution~ costs are
inc~m_red in other currencies~ these shall be reimbursed to UNDP in the form
of a convertible share of the non-convertible contribution~

17o Decides~ in the light of the results of the consultations with
recipient countries under paragraph 6(e) and the contributions pledge£ 
non-recipient donors~ to review the entire question of enhancing the
contributions of recipient countries with per capita CNP above @I~500 to the
general resources of the Progrs.~e~ and for that purpose requests the
Administrator to submit to the Council at its thirtieth session alternative
proposals for concrete arrangements for achieving such increases which would
be applicable for the fourth cycle°


